Block Name: Clay's Choice

Finished Size: 9" square

Fabric A: palest blue
  two squares, 3-1/4" x 3-1/4"
  four squares, 2-3/4" x 2-3/4"

Fabric B: medium blue
  two squares, 3-1/4" x 3-1/4"
  four squares, 2-3/4" x 2-3/4"

Fabric C: patterned dark blue with white
  four squares, 3-1/4" x 3-1/4"

- Place a 3-1/4" Fabric A square and a 3-1/4" Fabric C square right sides together with the light fabric on top. Draw a diagonal line on wrong side of light fabric, and stitch along both sides of drawn line, 1/4" away from the line. Cut triangles apart on the drawn pencil line. Repeat to create four A/C half-square triangles. TRIM to accurate 2-3/4" squares.

- With the 3-1/4" Fabric B squares and the 3-1/4" Fabric C squares, and using the same method as above, create four B/C half-square triangles, being sure to trim to 2-3/4".

- Join segments together to form four horizontal rows. Press the seams of each row in opposite directions then join the rows together to complete:

  Clay's Choice, 9-1/2" unfinished, a traditional quilt block dating from the mid-1800's

- Gently press the finished block, but since these blocks are handled quite a bit before they reach their final home, please leave the final squaring-up to 9-1/2" for the lucky winner who will be receiving the blocks.